
Evrard et al. (1994) using hierarchical
cl,ustering scenarios indicate that rotating
dlsks with radii of several tens of kilopar
secs should be common around forming
galaxies at high redshift.

6. The VLT and the Next Decade

Because of their unique diagnostic
abilities, high-redshift radio galaxies are
among the most important targets both
for the HST and the next generation of
large optical-IR telescopes, including
the VL1. The VLT should allow the enig
~atic outer fainter regions of the galax
I~S to be mapped and the spatial exten
sions in some of the weaker emission
lines to be measured, thereby providing
new diagnostics on the state of the gas.

Here we have concentrated on dis
Cussing the gaseous properties of high
redshift galaxies. Studies of stars, dust
and synchrotron emission are of course
also essential if the history of the galaxy
formation is to be pieced together. High
spatial resolution images and spectra will
measure spectral energy distributions
and polarisations for the nuclear regions
and continuum clumps, while the kine
matics and morphological distribution of
the gaseous clumps should provide clues
to ,:"hether and how the observable gas is
belng converted into stars.

Not only are distant radio galaxies in
teresting in their own right as laborato-

ries for studying galaxy formation, but
their environments are particularly in
triguing regions of the Universe to exam
ine in detail. Such topics are outside the
scope of the present article. However,
we remark that since low-redshift
radio-Ioud objects tend to be in rich clus
ters of galaxies, the surroundings of
high-redshift radio-Ioud objects are
among the most fruitful places to seek
the most distant clusters.

We expect that such studies will pro
vide important new insights into the evo
lution of galaxies and clusters and that
the VLT will playa major role in this ex
citing work.
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Introduction

CCO astrometry ofters the possibility
of measuring proper motions for the
nearest galaxies, either from the ground
or ~sing HST, in only 5-10 years. An in
ertlal reference frame, however, is need
ed against which to measure these mo
tions. We have therefore been using the
L~ Silla telescopes to seek OSOs be
hl~d several of the nearest satellite gal
aXles of the Milky Way, using a variety of
teehniques.

The Prospects for Proper
Motions

. In a previous Report, Tinney (1993)
dlseussed some of the features which
make CCOs almost ideal detectors for
small-angle, relative astrometry at ex
~remel~ high preeisions (i.e., 110 mas).
n partleular, it was suggested that an

astrometrie programme targeted at the
nearest galaxies eould be fruitful.

Sinee then, observations at two
epoehs (May and June 1994) of a field in
the globular cluster NGC 6752 have
been sueeessfuily earried out in exeel
lent seeing (better than OS') using SUSI
on the NTT. These observations were
eentred on the known OSO 01908
6002, and aimed to both test the astro
metrie limits to whieh SUSI eould be
pushed, and to measure the proper mo
tion of NGC 6752 over a baseline of 18
months. Eighty-two referenee stars were
seleeted, based on their eolour-magni
tude diagram membership of the cluster,
and used to define a linear transforma
tion (with an allowed rotation) from a sin
gle frame in the first epoeh to eaeh of
rest the frames. The typical one-sigma
residuals in a and 0 about these trans
formations were only 3.5 and 4.2 mas
(respeetively). This means that the posi
tion of a single objeet (i.e. the referenee
OSO) eould be determined in a and 0 at
a single epoeh to within 1.8-2.1 mas.
This essentially confirms the expeeta-

tion that the NTT/SUSI combination will
be ideal for high-precision astrometry,
and means that with observations car
ried out every other year over a six-year
period, proper motions can be meas
ured to ±0.2 mas/year*.

The Search for Reference
Objects

It is therefore c1ear that, teehnically,
there is no reason why proper motion
programmes for the nearest satellite gal
axies of the Milky Way (which are ex
peeted to have proper motions of 0.5-2
mas/year) can't be begun now. And sci
entifically, the rewards from such a pro
gramme would obviously be of incredi
ble value to our understanding of the dy
namics of the Local Group, the forma-

·Unfortunately, no subsequent observations of
this fjeld have yet been obtained in sufficiently good
seeing to actually produce a proper-motion estimate
for NGC 6752.
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tion of the Milky Way, and not least the
total mass of the Milky Way (see, for ex
ample, Majewski (1994), Lynden-Bell &
Lynden-Bell (1995) and reference there
in).

The one thing stopping us, however,
is that to measure such small proper mo
tions, a distant and unresolved refer
ence frame against which to measure
motions is needed - Le. reference
asos. At the magnitudes at which this
astrometry will be carried out (20-21.5
mag) the number density of asos is
more than adequate to provide ~ 5
asos behind the Owarf Spheroidal
(dSph) galaxies, and ~ 20 - 100 be-

Carina dSph 06:41 :36.7 50:57'58 (2000)

>light Ascension

Some Serendipitous Results

Figure 2 shows a sampie of the spec
tra for the asos identified. Among lhe
more interesling are aJ0240-3434AB
and GJ0641-5059.

QJ0240-3434AB (The Fornax QSO
Pair): Certainly lhe mosl dramalic result
of the programme of speclroscopic
follow-up was the discovery thaI the opti
cal counterpart to one of lhe ROSAT
sources behind the Fornax dSph is aclu
allya pair of asos at Z= 1.4 separaled by
6.1" (Tinney, 1995). The exact nature of
lhis system is still unelear. With a separa
tion of 6.1 ", this system, if it is interpreted
as a gravitational lens, has one of the
largest separations known. Moreover,
unlike the proto-typical lens 0957+561
(which has a similar separation), no lens
ing galaxy or cluster is obvious. Whether
this system is a 'dark' lens, or a distinct
aso pair (possibly pointing to a high

(3.6-m), EFOSC2 (2.2-m), EMMI (ND),
and the RGO+FORS speclrographs on
lhe Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT).
Our search stralegy was made consider
ably more powerful by the flexibility of the
EFOSC1/2and EMMI instruments, wh ich
allowed a given night to be used for both
imaging and spectroscopy, as dictated
by changing weather conditions, and
the available spectroscopic candidate
lisls.

The complele details of this pro
gramme will be published elsewhere (Tin
ney, Da Cosla & Zinnecker, 1996), how
ever, Figure 1 nicely summarises lhe
main results to date, for lhe lhree primary
largets ofthe Sculptor, Fornax and Carina
dSph galaxies. In each case, 3-4 asos
have been identified sufficienlly elose to
the galaxy cenlre to have a network of
reference stars suilable for astrometry.
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hind the Magellanic
Clouds. Unfortu
nately, aso sur-
veys tend (not
unreasonably) to
avoid such large
sources of fore
ground contamina
tion, meaning that
almost no asos
useful as astro
metric references
are al ready known.
In 1994 we there
fore began a pro
gramme of identify
ing asos useful as
reference objects
on the lelescopes
of La Silla.

Because our aim
is 10 identify as
many asos as pos
sible, using as little
telescope lime as
possible, we have
used as many dala

as are available to us to construcllisls of
aso candidates. This has included using
UBVRI plale dala from the 48" UKST
and CCO UBVRI dala from lhe ND,
3.6-m, MPIA 2.2-m and Oanish 1.5-m to
search for UV-excess candidates (the
CCO data were required to calibrate lhe
plate dala, however, it was also searched
for UV-excess candidates missed in lhe
shallower plate data sels); using CCO UB
data (from lhe same lelescopes as
above) 10 identify the oplical counlerparts
to X-ray sources from ROSAT pointed ob
servations; and, using CCO UB imaging
10 idenlify lhe oplical counlerparts to radio
sources. aso candidates identified us
ing aillhese lechniques were then spec
troscopically observed using EFOSC1
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redshift cluster), it clearly merits to be
further studied, and monitoring is being
attempted on the AAT.

GJ0641-5059: As its designation sug
gests, this emission-line galaxy was ob
served to be resolved and is not a aso.
However, it is still a remarkable object
Indeed. Its spectrum shows strong H
Balmer lines, along with strong [0111],
[Ne 111], He land [Oll] - so much so that
the continuum is almost invisible in the
figure. All the lines are unresolved at 200
km/so An examination of the line ratios
shows the system to be a H 11 galaxy
(rather than an AGN - Veilleux & Oster
brock, 1987). However, its extraordinari
Iy high [0 111]A5007/Hß ratio, places it

among the most highly excited of such
systems known.

Conclusion
We have found that standard aso sur

vey techniques can be efticiently applied
to search for asos in arbitrary locations
- i.e. behind nearby galaxies. Once such
inertial reference objects have been
identified, astrometrie programmes tar
geled al these galaxies can be com
menced with the ND. In fact, the ND will
be extremely weil placed to commence
these programmes later this year, when
service mode operations begin after its
re-commissioning, since service mode
observing ofters the best chance of ob-

taining images in the excellent seeing
conditions essential for these high-preci
sion astrometrie observations.
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forming regions. During their earliest
phase of evolution stellar objects are
thought to generate a fast, weil collimat
ed bipolar wind that sweeps up the am-
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IntrOduction (SneIl, Loren & Plambeck, 1980; Ro
drfguez, Ho & Moran, 1980). a wealth of

FOliowing the discovery of bipolar mo- observations have shown that this phe-
lecular outflows in the earliest 80's nomenon is commonly detected in star-
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